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Abstract
Instability resource on Middle East has changed. On governmental
organizations are in the first line of this change. Organizations that are
increasingly powerful and do developed security challenges in which do
not have the same as before among public players. Security ambiguity as
a fact is endless changing on eras golf region, south west Asia, north of
Africa and to east of Mediterranean. In this geographical eras, spread
political forces and identity does have role. Regional security in this
collection is dependent to cultural, identity, approach topics. The basic
question of study is: does excessive fundamentalism on terrorist groups
of Al Qaeda and The ISIS influenced on security setting on Middle East?
The hypothesis of this study is: excessive fundamentalism like Al Qaeda
and The ISIS has influenced on security equations on region through
threatening actions, creating challenges and striking equations on Middle
East in which are influenced by excessive ideology. The target of this
study is examining the influence of Al Qaeda and The ISIS as an
unsymmetrical setting on the security of Middle East. The method of this
study is documented analytical and by approaches of examining
unsymmetrical security principle as a strategic target of countries.
Therefore, on examining studies and providing pattern, theories and
strategic approaches, we examine countries power on developing
security-based programs, security eras framework and along with
examining capacities and capabilities, we interpret challenges. Contents
and analysis has been provided by the aid of libraries resources and has
been written.
Key words: fundamentalism, Al Qaeda, ISIS, Unsymmetrical
Security, Middle East Security
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Introduction
Islamic fundamentalism is of the outstanding characteristic of
Middle East region in which does not have theoretical dimension and on
action eras does have so influence on the region. Fundamentalism by
different topics has been active on recent decades. Fundamentalism and
excessive extremism are the most important threatening topic for the
peace and security of Middle East region. Understanding the nature and
complication of this phenomenon and its influence on forming new
equations on Middle East is very important. Al Qaeda and The ISIS are
of the two samples of fundamentalism groups in which as asymmetrical
setting and the result of strategic thought of great forces on forming new
security equations on Middle East is influential and leads west current
strategic policy on the form of racial talent seeking by the aid of existing
challenges to balkanization and dissolution.
Al Qaeda is international military and Islamic fundamentalism
system in which on the soviets war on Afghanistan has been established
by Osame Bin Ladan on Pishavar city. This organization is active on the
form of different supra nation military network and as an sonnies Islam
radical movement and its target is to fight against influence and nonMuslim interference on Islam world and developing Islam on the world.
The most member of Al Qaeda network is self-principle followers. Al
Qaeda members from thought view are self-jihad and follower of EbnTamime jurisprudence and Mohammad Bin Abdolvahab. This
organization is on the list of terrorist organizations of so many countries
and international organizations like united nation security council,
Europe union and united states.
Theoretical framework
Osame ben laden, leader of Al Qaeda on 2011 has been killed on
military operations of U.S on Pakistan and then Iiman Alzavaheri has
been leader of this network. Different branches of this network are active
on countries and different regions. Al Nusra forehead on Syria and
Alnasar Alsharie is of Al Qaeda branches in which controlling some part
of these two countries. Al Qaeda has been done so many operations
against military targets and non-military one on different countries. 11th
September attacks are of the most important one in which U.S has begun
attack to Afghanistan for the fight against terrorism. Islamic government
of Iraq and sham or The ISIS is groups branched from Al Qaeda in which
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from mental and thought tendency and also behavioral aspects does have
similar approaches to Al Qaeda. But, the behavior of this terrorist group
on recent decade and especially some years ago shows this group in
comparison to Al Qaeda does have more radical thought and coarse
actions. According to separation of The ISIS from Al Qaeda and
appearance of differences among them has been appeared as the most
terrible and powerful terrorist group on Middle East.” Islamic
government on Iraq and sham” is military group in which has brought
riot on Iraq and Syria by excessive self-thought and terroristic. This
group as the name say, is active on Syria and Iraq and leader of this
terrorist group is called” Abobakr Albaghdadi”. “Islamic group on Iraq”
on 15 October of 2006 and after sitting to so many of military groups on
Iraq has been formed. In this meeting,”Aboomer Albaghdadi” has been
determined as leader. This group has engaged on so many terrorist
operations and 2006 operations on Iraq. After killing” abo Omer
Albaghdadi” on 19.4.2010, Abobakr Albaghdadi has been determined as
his substitute. By Abobakr Albaghdadi substitution, operations amplitude
and terrorist attacks has been developed and concurrent to crisis on Syria,
these group elements has been active on Syria, too. Al Nusra forehead
from sham “on the last of 2011 and by beginning of crisis and war on
Syria has been formed as a branch group of “Islamic government on
Iraq” and has been known as one of familiar groups in this eras.
At last on 9.04.2013 Abobakr Albaghdadi leader of “Islamic
government on Iraq” on a vocal message has announced mixing “Al
Nusra forehead” and “Islamic government on Iraq” in order to form
“Islamic government on Iraq and sham”. The ISIS”elements” from the
last of September 2013 and the beginning of 2014 and by beginning of
Iraq military forces for cleaning alanbar entered Floje city in this
province. After forming “monotheism and jihad” group by leading of
“abo Masab Alzarghavi” on 2004 and his allegiance to “Osame bIn
Laden” the past leader of “Al Qaeda” this group has been changed to the
branch of Al Qaeda organization on Iraq.
This group by developing his operations has become one of the most
powerful terrorist groups on Iraq, till Alzarghavi has announced forming
“crusaders council” by leading of “Abdollah Rashid Albaghdadi”
pictured on 2006.after killing of Zarghavi on 2006, “Abohamze
almohajer” has been leader of this group. On the end of that year, “Iraq
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Islamic government” by leading of “Aboomer Albaghdadi” has been
formed.
The ISIS elements on Iraq are about 5000to 6000 in which are
present on some limited regions of Iraq provinces especially”Alanbar”
and cover terrorist operations on Iraq. Based on published reports and
statics, The ISIS on the second half of 2013 has burst out about 1400
homes on Iraq. On this operations about 1996 persons has been killed
and 3021 persons has been injured. The ISIS elements on 20 June 2014
has riot to Mosel the center of Neinava province and has occupied this
city about some hours. They also controlled some villages on
Selahoddin. Discovered equipment and armaments from The ISIS
elements indicated spread of foreign support of this terrorist group on
Iraq. Iraq government has accused Saudi Arabia government for
supporting terrorists on Iraq.
The ISIS elements on Syria are spread on regions of provinces of “
raghe”, “halab”, “ lazaghie suburb”,” Dameshgh Rif”, “Deirozor”,
“Hamas”,”Hema”, “Haske”, “Adlab” and some of these regions are
controlled completely. The decision of this terrorist group for controlling
other military groups on Syria has led to bloody attacks among these
terrorist groups. On begining of differences among Al Nusra forehead
and The ISIS on Syria, at last “Iman Alzavaheri” leader of Al Qaeda has
abolished the decision of “Abobakr Albaghdadi” chief of Islamic
government group on Iraq for mixing his group to Al Nusra group.
Alzavaheri has emphasized “Islamic government in Iraq “activities are
limited to Iraq only.
But this matter was not pleasant for The ISIS leader, whereas
albaghdadi has announced on a vocal reports, he is opposed to Iiman
Alzavaheri request for abolishing The ISIS group and separation from Al
Nusra group. He said:” Iraq Islamic government group and sham are
survived when we are alive and we are not ready to retreat and
bargaining. The ISIS group elements like “Al Nusra forehead” are of the
cruelest terrorist on Syria and Iraq. Published films and pictures from this
terrorist groups’ crimes has led military group supporter announce: they
are not supporting this group. Even some groups has displayed his self as
oppose of this group in order to receive more international support and
enter war to The ISIS.
According to the spread of financial, military, logistic support in
which has been entered to this country by the beginning of war to the
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Syria, military groups try especially The ISIS to achieve these supports is
more than other groups in which has led to the beginning of war and
encountering of armed groups. but even by announcing of supporters
reject for The ISIS and Al Nusra forehead, foreign supporters help has
reached to these groups, yet. These helps are in the form of financial,
armed, logistic, information, educational one from foreign supports like
Saudi Arabia, Ghatar, turkey along with some west countries in which
continues war and destruction on Syria. Also, this group is dependent to
oil resource on the east of Syria for financial support of his members.
Citizenship and identity of The ISIS groups member after
discovering corpse and or capturing terrorist member shows most of
these terrorists are gathered and organized by the help of some regional
countries like Saudi Arabia, Libya, Yemen, and some other countries.
arms and armaments and equipment of this groups indicates spread
financial support and armed one from regional parties like Saudi Arabia
and Qatar from this terrorist group. The ISIS group does have
organizational structure in which includes regions’ princes and assembly
of “crusaders council “and operational commanders , but these
organizational affairs and establishments are privates and some political
researchers mention The ISIS commanders on Syria follow Al Qaeda
network commanders on Iraq. However, The ISIS on current form is the
product of Syria crisis and spreading of differences and regional disputes
after 2011. But the roots and procedure of getting power is related to the
eras after Saddam government on Iraq, it means after 2003. On the one
hand, Islamic fundamentalism according to its role against international
systems of west is one of the basic resources of danger. Although, 1.1
milliard Muslims are loyal to Islam, out of Middle East region and the
north of Africa are living, but political Islam and appearance of
fundamentalism is related to Middle East. Vice versa to the west
expectation, Imam Khomeini who interpreted Islamic fundamentalism to
the west, tried to lead Muslims on a unity, especially in this regard his
criticism to the great powers on Islam world was influential. (Ehteshami,
1992)
Now, the target of this study is to examine the influence of excessive
fundamentalism groups like Al Qaeda and The ISIS on the security of
Middle East? How is their asymmetrical security setting? What is the
target of these operations? What are their strategy and their supporters?
What is their encountering strategy? In this regard, researcher is to
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answer the question of how these asymmetrical securities setting and by
what ideology are influencing on Middle East security and how they
could reach to their supporters strategic targets?
The nature of asymmetrical war
In principle, asymmetrical war has shown inequality among parties
in war by its asymmetrical quality. Asymmetry in fact is the character of
change and variability eras. (Kolhar, 1992) stiven Metz has said:”
asymmetry is the character of change and speedy change eras. Although,
there is applying asymmetry concept spread on national security studies,
but there is no united description of it. Any of strategic theorisian, apply
it differently.
Examining common approach of asymmetry magazine describes it
as: asymmetry on operations and tries in order to be go around or
controlling power and competitor capability by the aid of using his
weakness point and vulnerability and applying different methods in
which is different from his method. (Dehghani firoozabadi, 1997).
U.S national defense university has emphasized on asymmetrical war
notebook: asymmetry on military eras and national security means:
actions, organizing and different thought of enemies in order to reach the
most of superiorities and advantaging from enemy points. (Eliasi, 1994)
Asymmetrical war from U.S view:
Asymmetrical war is a concept in which has been widespread on U.S
public centers about one decade. This concept has not been seen on any
official reports of base force on 1990, examination from base to the
whole on1993, commission of bottom-up rules review and missions of
armed forces or any yearly reports of defensive ministry office till 1997.
In fact, this concept officially has been used for the first time by four
year defensive examination reports on 1997 and then is increasing
discussion about asymmetrical threats, whereas national defense council
has audited the writing of four years defense and national defense
commission of U.s has dedicated so many reports and analysis to this
topic. (McKinsey, 1993) the cause of this tendency and attention to the
asymmetrical war from institutes and U.S scientists is due to new threats
encountering this country after fall of past soviets and review on
defensive planning of U.S. On the cold war eras, soviets threat, prepared
especial indicator for foreign policy and defensive of U.S. haltering this
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threat is the basic target of security policies of country and establishes
organization principle and forming U.s forces. Whereas, U.S. forces
could be preventive forces against soviets military forces or in necessity
defeat them, on that case they could pay to other threats as “matters by
minor importance”. In this situation, planning defense of U.S was based
on force to force accounting and in the most case was symmetrical.
(Johnson et al, 1995).
Asymmetrical war from Islamic republic of Iran view:
Any country according to its especial condition and regional status
and by understanding international systems requires compilation of
defensive and security strategy and in this regard according to the how
and importance of these threats requires especial encountering method.
(Roshandel, 1985).
Although, we should mention so many of these threats does have
mental resource and publicity for influencing other party will. But being
ready to encounter even to these threats are of countries approaches.
among different existing threats, military threats are the most important
one in which put parties in especial situation. Military threats are
important because if they became active, they would have destructive
results. (Collins, 2000)
Islamic republic of Iran because of its strategic situation does have
different dimensions of security. Islamic Revolution victory in which
product of principal change in Iran society, has been attention for the
principle of strategic patterns. Because country strategic pattern has
strengthens it to the global level and say the requirement of change in
power relations on the world spread in benefit of Islam by leading
Islamic republic of Iran. In other words, religious approach by victory of
Islamic revolution has tried to prepare some type of “global ideal
engineering”. This idea is against U.S view in which has documented
“global engineering “to democracy liberal imperialist thought and
executed it.(National security strategy).
Asymmetry forms:
On national security and war eras, we have at least 6types of
asymmetry:
1. Asymmetry on applying different concept of operation in which its
sample is partisan war and other nonlinear concepts.
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2. Technology asymmetry on the past wars, especially on the wars in
which a developed industrial country enters against one retarded country
3. Asymmetry on intent(decision and action)especially when a party
see his survival or profit on danger and other party is to maintain profits
in which are less important than important one. Asymmetry on intent ,
forces a party by more danger to endure more costs and do actions in
which any other enemy could avoid them from mentally and morals
view like U.s involvement on Vietnam , Somalia and Iraq.
4. Custom asymmetry on encountering enemies by different standard
morals and mental and became important when encountering enemies
intent for having tendency to use terrorism and human shields.
5. Organizational asymmetry, means encountering governmental
army to non-governmental enemies as organized network more than
governments.
6. Patience asymmetry in which has been seen on cultural
encountering. This type of asymmetry has been seen on wars in which
does have time sensitivity to the end of war by one of parties in the war.
For example, when one party enters war and has tendency to have has
long term, but the other party want to reach on short term to his targets
like U.S in which wants to end armed involvement very soon by any
cause.
On asymmetrical war, countries or weak organizations try to use the
most of modern countries vulnerability, and we should mention no any
country has claimed to encounter with asymmetrical war method.
Quality split among the world army to a army like U.S and other
similar armies is very spread and increasing, therefore, the method of
encountering to armies like U.S is only haltering or asymmetrical war.
The method of encountering to U.S army is using noninvolvement
strategy in which we are using exact leading armament and ballistic
missile for attacking U.S military bases. (Metz, 1999).
Terrorism
Terrorism is one of asymmetrical war in which is possible for any
political systems. The method of encountering to this phenomenon is:
-Through information systems and strengthening it for creating
problems for terrorist targets
-Taking establishment strategy for announcement system, terroristic
attacks against system for general war against terrorists.
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-Supporting public thought against terrorist
We should pay attention in addition to terrorism, disorders on
internet network, targeting financial institute, attempt against economical
producers, using general media, doing city wars, partisan operations and
using general kill armies are of other techniques and uncommon
armaments (Hosseini, 1999).
Forming Al Qaeda
Al Qaeda relation to terrorism:
Al Qaeda cruel behavior in today world has changed to a
complicated puzzle. Encountering method of so many foreign and
internal politicians to terrorism problem and cruel behaviors is different
and this behavioral difference is related to the variability of structural –
sociological patterns of any government- nation.
According to international conventions description from terrorism,
Islamic excessive groups are of terrorist groups and serious encountering
them has been mentioned on security setting. Especially, this description
has been indicated more fluency on the world security organizations like
united nation and Europe council. In this regard, Al Qaeda and similar
groups common on behavior and view are in these eras. (Simber, 1986).
Forming The ISIS group on Iraq and Syria and Ansar Sharie group
on Egypt is considered in this view. These groups imagine by creating
economic crisis on U.S and Europe, west attractive ness and penetration
eras on marginal regions like Syria and Iraq has decreased, at last by
creating security crisis on these regions, they are strengthening their
government. This topic has facilitated the possibility and imagination of
developing these groups and execution of forming Islamic government
plan.
History and cause of forming The ISIS
The relation of The ISIS and terrorism:
In follow of U.S attack to soviets on 1979 was the beginning of
complicated phenomenon in which after passing 4 decades, has involved
modern world yet and it was nothing else than forming jihad self in
which has been called:
On the first generation: jihadist
On the second generation: Al Qaedah
On the third generation: The ISIS or Islamic government
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The ISIS group operations on the Middle East region
Sunnite Muslims in which believes on jihad , by forming resistance
nucleus on Afghanistan and by financial organization and military
education of CIA organization and other organizations and countries has
entered Afghanistan in order to defend Islam border against materialist
communist and without god and if they has been killed, they would reach
to a great rewards.
The idea of forming Al Qaeda organization has been formed in this
space. Ben laden and Iiman Alzavaheri has been familiar to self- thought
of Seyyed Ghotb on the last of 70 decade in which has concentrated his
jihad on Afghanistan.
On the end of 2006, Sunnite groups active on Iraq has thought to
form a group in which includes all fundamentalism network of Iraq and
active groups and this network has been called Iraq Islamic government
and his leader was abo Omer Albaghdadi till 2010 in which after his
killing, Abobakr Albaghdadi has been called new leader of new Islamic
government of Iraq. At the beginning of Syria crisis, foreign forces and
or so many crusaders by the same attraction model of Afghanistan has
entered Syria. Al Nusra forehead or helping sham forehead is dependent
to Iraq Al Qaeda and in this case, Iraq and sham Islamic government has
been established. The ISIS began to strengthen his foot on Syria and has
captured so many cities on Syria like Raghe, Deyrolzor to Alanbar
province in Iraq. On the attack of 20 June 2014 to Mosel and then to
other cities of Iraq, leads to spreading The ISIS name on general thought
and medias. it should be mentioned two types of factors: social and
cultural and international political factors are involved on forming The
ISIS. On the sub group of social and cultural factors, economical
poverty, not developing culture is dual identity of Shiite and Sunnite.
Below political and international factors, there are safeguarding Israel
security and changing world orders. Of the important differences among
The ISIS and Al Qaeda, we could mention to the priority of near enemy
or Shiite. Al Qaeda priority is on the base of far enemy and believes
killing Shiite leads to dislike and separation. But The ISIS priority is to
encounter Shiite and even Sunnite following Sunnites. Of other
differences of these two is going to the least religion and being near to
secularism. It is very important the existence of elders, deans, leaders and
religious opinions on Al Qaeda. But in The ISIS there is so many
religious opinions and nay body could encounters it as he know in
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everywhere to whom he think is rafezi and does have other reading of
religion.
Al Qaeda operations on Middle East region
Afghanistan has encountered new appeared phenomenon internally
on 1994 in which because of so many similar phenomenon existing, has
not taken it seriously. The procedure was in this manner in which after
bloody dispute among new appeared groups to regional groups on spean
Boldeg city on Pakistan border, a person by the name of Molavi Banan
Niazi has interviewed to the B.B.C Persian part and has called him as
speaker of new fighting group and has called his target as:
We are students of religious schools in which for destruction of
groups and armed regional sections and establishing security of business
roads has acted. On that chaotic days, nobody has paid attention to these
new entered to the fight eras and has not questioned where are they
from? Where are their schools? What financial resources are ensuring
their fight costs? And or how their speaker has come to B.B.C at first in
order to introduce his and his group? But government has put them along
with other armed groups in which somehow come and go from this
disastrous country. there was not one month from appearance of this
secret group that they became success to capture the most greatest and
important south province of Afghanistan by all military facilities
including all armaments and arm reservoir and imposed themselves as
Taliban group to people and Afghanistan government. In this case,
Taliban group and their movement have been taken seriously and have
been analyzed by authorities and among then general result has been
concluded. Taliban tried to make from Islam a face in which for
threatening and escaping non-Muslim from it was enough to call it. This
introduction of religion leads to a case in which U.S could after 11th
September and falling US twin business towers by Al Qaeda by leading
of ben ladan, u.s publicity establishment synchronizes Taliban to
international terrorists and establishes communication canal among
Taliban and Al Qaeda, the topic of attack to Afghanistan became minor
topic on united nations and along with some countries tries to attack
Afghanistan as a safe place country for terrorists. However, soon it
became clear the discussion of fight to terrorism was an excuse for
greater target of U.S and its coalitions in order to be present on region
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and plunder hidden investments and be near to Islamic republic of Iran
border to control our country from near.
Al Qaeda and The ISIS differences
However, The ISIS terrorist group has been produced by Al Qaeda,
but does have different approach as Al Qaeda. The basic differences
among Al Qaeda and The ISIS is that Al Qaeda has not yet defined its
target as forming geographical government and is on global ideal, but
The ISIS is to establish Islamic Caliphe and a government like caliphs
after prophet. From forming The ISIS officialy from two year ago on the
north of Syria, there were close relation of Al Qaeda and The ISIS. But
the differences among these groups began when “Ayman al-Zawahiri”
the leader of Al Qaeda commanded The ISIS return to Iraq but The ISIS
has violated and differences has increased.
In this case, The ISIS has encountered Al Nusra forehead on Syria.
Al Nusra forehead does have superiority on fight and The ISIS has
returned to Iraq borders and The ISIS have to deliver all centers he has
had controlled. But another differences of Nosrat and The ISIS was Al
Nusra believes to all region captured The ISIS is to capture them and
form his government in the captured regions, determines his region and
forms government. Al Qaeda is not to capture geographically and its
target is global, but The ISIS is to follow geographical frame work and is
present on regions in which determines official responsible there,
whereas some days ago The ISIS has announced the list of his ministers
and governors.
Some days ago, The ISIS terrorist group has put geographical map
on social pages in which has designed his limit in which includes all
Sunnite cities of Iraq and the west of it , in addition to Syria, Lebanon,
Palestine and Kuwait.one of causes of Kuwait opposition to The ISIS
against regional countries of Persian gulf is this . because The ISIS has
threatened then in action .in this regard, Kuwait has have different
situation to other regional countries of Persian gulf to The ISIS, but
perhaps some of regional countries of Persian gulf are not against The
ISIS, because they thought there is no threat from The ISIS to them.it
seems there is so many differences and The ISIS is to governmental
region and Al Qaeda is fighting by his strategy and against them are west
countries and governments who are against them.
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On the other hand, the method of The ISIS encountering is very cruel
and encounter to his enemies by cruelty and there is general slaughtering,
whereas even Al Qaeda know this amount of cruelty very high and has
announced exemption from The ISIS. This topic is an instrument for
establishing fear and tear for oppositions. Cruelty behavior of The ISIS
and publishing them on social network is another character of The ISIS.
Another discussion is structure and loading The ISIS topic in which most
of this group member is of foreign countries on the world and one of his
commander is Chechens. The outstanding difference of The ISIS to Al
Nusra forehead is that they are more Syria. But The ISIS members are
foreign from all Europe and other countries on the world in which has
joined to this group.
The role of terrorist groups of Al Qaeda and the ISIS as an
asymmetrical threat on Middle East security
1. The role of The ISIS on forming new equations on Middle East
However terrorism from the beginning of third millennium,
especially were on the security order of countries, but the recent form of
his excommunicator on Middle East after new riots on the west world
has appeared from hidden layers in which in fact has appeared from
serious security threats and in appearance crueler than before. Existing
deep religious-racial split on middle east and more deepening of this split
is due to power war of countries in the region along with security
vacuum has changed middle east region as a paradise of excessive
groups like The ISIS. At last, its consequences have been shown more
soon whereas there is no possible change on the borders. The ISIS has
taken power slowly on Iraq from 2003 and as if has encountered serious
disturbance, but continues his life yet, after crisis of Syria and
appearance of feasible region and the possibility of attracting financial
resource and human one has been changed to a key player on Syria and
Iraq changes. Recent changes on Iraq and The ISIS ruling shows
important problems on Iraq including not efficiency and weakness of
military and security forces, increased political and racial- religious
differences in this country and not reaching to a compromise by political
groups, growth of tendencies and excessive activities on Iraq and region
and also existence of serious regional investment and will for changing
political and security equations in the Iraq and even changing regime or
disintegrating country.
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Although The ISIS has claimed the greatness of Islamic countries in
the past and claims would join Mesopotamia regions and sham, but the
fist indicator is to bring disintegration wave on Iraq and Syria. In this
case, Iraq is encountered to important threats including disintegration
threats, losing region versatility, appearance of spread internal war and
also defeat of political procedure and changing political system. But The
ISIS ruling has established serious threat on regional level including
growth of excessiveness and terrorism, border changes and disintegration
of region countries, appearance of racial war and religious one on region
and serious threat for stability and regional security. Recent changes on
Iraq and Syria by The ISIS is due to planning on region level in which
regional competition instead of direct encountering has led to deputy war
on penetration regions of competitors in which does have so many
consequences for target countries and also for the whole countries
stability. In this regard, “Alshargh Alosat” newspaper published on Saudi
Arabia has written:” The ISIS action and activities on Iraq has led all
region to a disaster in which does have unpleasant consequences.by this
new paper written, there was great plan executing in which all people in
the region enters fire.(Husi sadat,2014).
The ISIS ruling on Iraq and Syria does have important consequences
for region in which includes developing competitions and differences
among regional players, possibility of losing countries borders if we had
disintegration and losing Iraq and Syria regional wholeness, developing
excessiveness and terrorism on region level and increasing racial and
religion tensions , possibility of regional war by increasing competitions
on Iraq and threatening security and stability of middle east and changing
equations on regional crisis like Syria crisis. (Asadi,2014).
Alvatan newspaper published on omen on June 2014 has written on a
report: try to disintegrate Iraq is of important target of The ISIS attacks
to this country and is somehow revenge of defeat on Syria. To this
analyzer believes, Syria and Iraq situations are related to each other and
fall of Iraq cities is the beginning for designing great Middle East,
because some region countries are trying to develop this design based on
Zionism regime and its coalitions. (Hushi sadat, 2014).
Also The ISIS ruling on some part of Sunnite regions of Iraq has
created great threat for Islamic republic of Iran. It should be mentioned
The ISIS does have more radical approaches for Shiites and Islamic
republic of Iran comparing to Al Qaeda. Excessive group ruling and
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terrorist of The ISIS on Sunnite regions of Iraq has led to developing
serious activities of this group for their targets and Shiite centers and
offending to Shiite saints and this topic is a religious and reputation
danger for Iran in which is leader of Shiite on the world. (Asadi,
2014:117)
2. Al Qaeda role on forming new equations on Middle East
Thought roots could not establish self-radical movement in the
Vahabist conservatives and forms organizations like Al Qaeda and this
thought ground along with other factors in middle east current history by
his especial situation for Islamic societies has led to establishing Islamic
movement in which self- radicalism is one of its faces. Factors and
situations of forming Al Qaeda and today excessive groups and
excommunicators like The ISIS could be mentioned here:
1. Crisis due to west culture penetration and tendency to get back to
his self, as said Dacmejian, Arabia- Islamic countries in middle east has
encountered to six challenges: identity crisis, lawful crisis, corruption
and suppression from government, class contrast, military weakness and
cultural crisis due to appearance of new Islamic movement in response to
crisis and problems has been said.
2.Comparing current situations of Islam world to its past history,
comparing Islam past victories to the current backward and defeats and
losing existing talents on the pressure of systems in which are powerful
and even non Islamic. In this case, social groups are inviting back to their
past glorious. Said an indication of Al Qaeda leader’s shows one of their
self- motivations is due to this sensation. Osame Bin Laden has said in
his speak about Nairobi bombers Abd Kenis: I know then great men who
respect them more, because they has disappeared humiliation in which
has captured Islam world. Abo Masab Zarghavi has said to Arabs: “god
has honored you by this religion and led you from darkness to the light
and worshiping the only god and has respected you on men. “
3. Defeating patterns and west ideology on Islam World like
liberalism, socialism, communism and looking Islam government as a
alternative in which leads to capturing some parts of Islamic regions,
Islamic torment and political jail in which they tried to disintegrate
Islam.
4. Palestine changing to the always center of crisis by west countries,
ben laden and some Al Qaeda leaders, however they had not priority for
Palestine, but they has used of it as instrument for attracting forces and
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general thought. Ben laden has said to Palestine youth: “I honor to
Palestine youth who had thought hard lesson to Jews, because they has
shown what is Muslims faith and honor.
5. Military defeat and political agreement of Arabs regimes
especially against Israel on 1967 in which has defeated Arabs
nationalism, there was nothing to fill this vacuum, and except these
movement especially Al Qaeda had filled this vacuum somehow.
6. Old colonization by the west countries is of disgrace factors and
losing Muslims respects and also speedy west focusing and
excessiveness of some Islamic governors in which has led to pessimism
and resistance of some social groups to these changes in which was the
ground of appearance of Islam and radicalism and on the other hand, led
to Islamic societies acknowledgment in order to compensate it.
At last, we could say forming excessive groups in which in the
ground of changes and regional variability has grown, has shown
themselves to the world as Al Qaeda and an Islamic reformist movement
.today after detesting Al Qaeda in the world like The ISIS and other
groups are appearing. The ISIS in fact is reformed gene of Al Qaeda in
which regional situation has bred it.
Conclusion
Tension among Persian Gulf countries is existing on military
common equilibrium in the region yet, but the last result of security
equilibrium is more spread and complicated. Region changes have made
Israel a more active partner for Persian Gulf. United States has
maintained increased his commitments to Persian Gulf Arabs.
This country have has coalition leader in which its target is to
confine new non- public player by the name of The ISIS in which wants
to have has caliph on Iraq and Syria. Members of cooperation association
of Persian Gulf, Kuwait, Oman, imarets and Saudi Arabia along with
environs countries like Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Iran, Lebanon, Syria and
Yemen – should encounter problems in which are more than ordinary
war.in fact, three powers in which does have important role on forming
common equilibrium – Iraq, Syria, and Yemen – should encounter with
internal quarrel and un public players in which evaluating their common
forces as a form of fluency war force is impossible.
Factionist on Middle East does have historical roots. The ISIS
appearance and their coalition to factionist groups should be due to
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interaction of ideology, geopolitics, factionist and political competition
on Iraq and so many other countries on Middle East. This procedure has
created its effects on variable security threats against Iran.
Self-identity finding should be known as one of basic indicator of
geopolitics attacks on Middle East. However, the symbol of these
approaches has been observed on Egypt, Turkey, Jordan, Arabic united
imaret and Ghatar, but Saudi Arabia is the basic center of developing
security contrasts on region. Appearances of the groups like The ISIS
and Al Nusra should be known as reflection of so views on regional
competition of Arabia to Iran.
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